**TigerBox**

**Embossing Made Easy**
- Supports direct and networked WiFi
- Print to and ViewPlus Embosser
- Print from your Android, iOS, or Windows PC
- Built-in translation

**Wireless for any situation**
Have a wireless network in your office or home? No problem, the TigerBox can be configured to either connect to an existing network, or create its own, guaranteeing high quality braille, no matter where you are.

**Universal Support**
We support our embossers, no matter what. With the TigerBox, all ViewPlus embossers are fully supported and capable of wireless printing. Just connect your TigerBox embosser via USB, and you're good to go.

**Android, Apple, or Windows? No problem**
Translate and print documents on the fly from your phone or computer, just connect to the network, click print, and you're done! TigerBox does the rest.

**On the fly translation**
With our translation software built in, translation is fast and painless, just print via AirPrint/CUPS from your Android or iOS phone, and TigerBox does the rest, extracting the text from the document and translating it to Braille.

For more information please contact sales@viewplus.com or call 866-836-2184
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